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THIS WEEK
TIP-OFF DANCE

VOL. XXIII.

B. G. Debaters Win
Five Matches In
Manchester Meet

Bee Gee News

Shanly, Shine Take Four
Out Of Six; Whip Indiana
University Team
Bowling Green State University
won five of its twelve debates at the
annual Manchester debate tournament on Feb. 24 and 25.
Mi-eting some of the best debate
teams in the middle west. Howard
Shine. Art Shanly. Dick Spitler, El
mer Cryor and Jim Hunter SUM
through the tournament with DIM of
the best records that Bowling Green
has act up in recent years.
The local team defeated the strong
Illinois Normal and Evansville College teams to give those colleges their
only losses in the tournament. The
University of Indiana, one of the
largest ichools represented, suffered
defeat at the hands of Shine and
Shanly.
Spitler and Cryer won two out of
their aix debates, and Shanly and
Shine, won three out of six, Hunter
acted as alternate for the Bowling
Green teams. Mr. Upton I'ulmer,
coach for the Manchester tournament,
judged several debates.
Fifty-eight schools were represented in the tournament, and 478 speaker* participated.
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Feminine Leads In Coming Comedy

BOXING FINALS
MONDAY NIGHT

S. G. L, Sororities Nominate Candidates For
May Queen Election Wednesday, March 8th
Brentlinger In K. O.
Win Over McCloud
As Mitt Fest Opens
450 Fans See Five
Bouts Go By Decision

Hobart, Zaugg, Grant Inter-Frat Council
Hot Pow-Wow
Already Chosen; Expect Has
On Pledge Ruling
Other Entries Soon
Commoners Repledge;
Ail Bids Returned

No Queen-Attendant

In n whirlwind bout climaxing the
Nol
Candidates Announced;
Src pnffr four for aynopiis
evening's program of the third anof
nutes of meeting.
nual All College iio\ing Tournament,
Gatchell In Charge
Monday night, which went three
rounds and 2:25 of a fourth, Don
As a result of charges made hy
Three candidates, Margaret
Brentlinger, Bowling Green heavyweight champion, kayoed Bob Mc- Zaugg, ■'tine Hobart and Gratia other fraternities of alleged infractCloud. former T. U. chump, with • Grant, were already nominated ions of pledging rules by the Compowerful right smack which traveled at press time yesterday for the moners fraternity, the inter-fraterLeading women characters in the Kaufman and Connelly tatir«, "The
special
May Queen Klection nity council met in n heated open
Beggar on Horteback," are Cynthia Mason and Gladei Cady. Pictured from the floor.
meeting last Friday to try the ense.
Wednesday, March 8.
This
grand
slam
bout
of
the
eve
above are thoie member! of the univeriity'i double-cut. who will play theae
After a rip roaring debate conMargaret Zaugg. senior clnss of
ning came to an abrupt ending in the
parti on either March 9 or 10.
From left to right are Mary Alice Hawley and Irma Steven* who play middle of the final round when Brent- fleer, was nominated by her sorority ducted by Paul Powell, Inter-flat
Gladea Cady, the rich man's daughter, Doria Kerna and Welda Berlincoutt linger threw a sock that was hoard the Seven Sisters. Jane Hobart, Skol proxy, with Dudley Avars hurling the
who take the part of Cynthia Mason, the- girl from acrou the hall.
above tho din of the 450 boxing fanl president, was put on the ballot by charges and Marian Highfield deher sorority, (ira/.ia Grant, Five Sis- fending the Commoners, the council
gathered in the men's gym.
Throwing the most decisive punches ter, president is the S. 0, L. candi- returned with u verdict ordering the
Commoners to repledge their entile
all the way. Brentlinger came back date.
Polls will open in the Reception pledge list.
strong in the fourth to take McCloud.
At press time every one of tho
Fighting was dispelled in the au- Hall nt 8 a. m. on election day March
pledges had resigned to tho Comdience when severol spectators rush- 8, and will close at 4 p. m.
ed to snvc one of McCloud's civilian
No candidates for queen nttendant moners and Commoners' spokesmen
seconds who was attacked by an em- were officially announced. The stu- expressed that this was vindication
broiled onlooker who evidently dis- lent council election rules specify enough from the charges.
approved of the former Toledo man's that the candidates for attendant
On tho other hand, Jim Huntingmust be graduating-sophomores; and ton, Delhi president, was quoted as
fighting.
Reserved seat tickets for the
Brentlinger now advances to the that the queen candidates must be being surprised at the light punishfinals, and on March 6 will faco the seniors.
ment handed the Wooster street boys.
university production of the
winner of the Musser-Ihnat go which
Darl Gatchell, Commoner and stu- Five Brother spokesmen, though not
Kaufman and Connelly comedy,
is scheduled for March 1.
dent council member la chairman of overwhelmingly anti-Commoner, stat"The Beggar on Horseback," will
ed that the Commoners were deserThe first bout of the evening went the elections committee.
be exchanged for activity cou2:24 in the second round of a gory
ving of the punishment given them.
Dr. Samuel II Lowrie. professor battle which saw Noel Apple at 132
pons in the "well" on Thursday
However, with the controversy
Dorothy Mooney waa elected temof sociology, and Miss A. Wrey Warsettled, the Inter-fraternity council
porary president of Kappa Delta Pi, and Friday of this week from 8 ner of the Women's Phyaical Edu- pounds completely out-class "Doc"
Jennings who weighed in at 131. Apple
returned this week to the serious busIt'i Tough On Wall Paper
newly organized national honorary to 5 p. m.
cation Department will give short
iness of making plans to bring a "name
society in education, at a meeting
But
Maybe
It
Worhi
Students who fail to get their tick- addresses in chapel today.
(Continued on page 3, col. 6)
band" for an all-campus swing April
Monday, Feb. 20.
ets at this time, according to Robert
Dr. Lowrie will speak on the "Prac28, and all fraternities expect to give
Other temporary officera elected Baron, business manager of the play, tise of Appointing and Discharging
Madison. Wis.—(ACP)—Some use their whole-heurted cooperation in tho
at the meeting were: Raymond Light, will have to wait until the nights of Employees in Braid." Dr. Lowrie has
black coffee, some uso crib notes, and uttempt.
vice president; Dorothy Robertson, production March 9 and 10, to ex- made his home nt Sao Paulo. Bruzil
some just forget itl But the Universecretary-treasurer; and Wclda Ber- change "act" books for reserved Bents. for the past six ycarsfsity of Wisconsin's Louis Sinitsky
linrourt, historian-reporter. ThirtySeat Satra Arranged
Miss Warner's address will be on
has found the best way yet to reone atudenta attended this initial
On Saturday of this week the re- "Women of Paraguay." A group of
The speech demonstration group, view.
meeting which waa open to juniors served seat board will be moved to her students will give folk dances to
organised last fall by Prof. J. W.
I.OW'B wall is decorated by large
and seniors with a standing in the Hansaker's drug store for the town illustrate her talk.
Carmichael, left Bowling Green yes
sheets of paper covered with what at
upper fourth in the College of Edu- trade. Activity books will not be
terday, Feb. 28 at 8 a. m. for a twofirst sight look like Chinese symbols.
cation.
honored at the uptown store. Uni- Inter-Fraternity Council
duy speaking tour of northwestern
Ono of the duties of the Bureuu of
Seen from a closer view these mysterThe Bowling Green chapter will be versity instructors will be uble to
Ohio.
James
Plutt,
Tony
Frances,
recognized by the national office just purchase their tickets cither in the Wants Quality Rhythm For Arthur Shanly, Kermit Witte and ious figfiures resulvo into organic Alumni Relations has been to classify
and catalogue the teachers in the vorAll-Campus Dance April 28 Robert Kurtz make up the team. chemistry formulas.
as soon as they receive their charter "well" or at Hansaker's.
ious cities, villages, and county school
from the National Executive ComTho
semester's
work
in
organic
George Dickey has been hired by the
Which of the two casts training
systems who received their training
Inter-Fraternity Council is writmittee. Dr. Wultcr A. Zaugg, fuculty
chemistry
is
outlined
on
these
walls.
Speech Department to drive the group
Howling Green.
advisor, who attended the N. E. A. for the play will put on the first pre- ing to "name bands' in an attempt
Lew
feels
they
arc
sufer
here
than
around.
As a part of the work of the Burconference in Cleveland last week sentation will not be announced until to bring one to the University Campus
in
a
notebook,
becuuse
a
notebook
can
Tho team will cover approximately
euu a checking was mnde last sumend made arrangements for applic- the morning of March 8. according on tho evening of April 28. Hue to 150 miles, and speuk at six schools, easily be lost.
to pluns of Mr. Upton Palmer, in- tho heavy social calendar this is the
mer of the teaching staff of the city
ation for a charter there.
But
why
so
high?
Well,
you
see,
returning
to
Bowling
Green
Wodncs
Dean Clyde Hissong, Dr. Florence structor in charge of production. This only date tho Social Committee could day evening. Tontogany, Morenci, when standing up to study you're of Toledo, the lnrgest city in our
territory. The total number of BowlJ. Williamson along with Dr. Zaugg is expected to do away with much of offer to the councilmen.
Mich., Archbold, Napoleon, Hamler, less apt to fall asleep, and even if
If a "name bund" can be obtaining Green graduates was found to bo
are on the committee of faculty in the possible nervousness of members
you
should
fall
asleep,
you'd
wake
u|
and
Findlay
compose
tho
complete
of the casts.
ed for this date ot a reasonable price,
277. Of this number 214 are in the
charge of the organization.
when
you
hit
the
floor.
list
of
engagements.
New Board To Bo Tried
the Inter-Fraternity Council will
elementary schools, 45 in the high
Chapters of Kappa Delta Pi arc
This
team
was
primarily
organised
Thus it will be impossible for stu- sponsor an All-Campus dance. There
schools, and 18 in special schools.
found in 125 universities and colleges
to stimulate interest in speech trainin the United States. The fraternity dents to choose the cast they wish to will be an admission charge. How ing and speech courses.
Positions in city systems nre held
Lima Kiwanis Club Backs
waa founded in 1909 at the University see when obtaining tickets tomorrow much this charge will be depends uplonger than in smaller schools, and
Move
To
Name
Stadium
In
on the price the band asks and the
of Illinois. Columbia, N. Y. U., Ohio or Friday.
changes from year to year are,
Memory Of Dr. Offenhauer the
Organ Hour To Feature
For the first time the new reserv- number of people attending.
Suit, Illinois and Miami are some
therefore, relatively fewer. Since the
Christiansen's Melodies
of the schools that now have active ed seat board of the play production
University is comparatively young,
The Lima Kiwanis club has recent
department will be put into use tochapters.
a largo proportion of Bowling Green
Tho Organ Hour program for ly launched a movement to perpet- graduates belong to the younger elemorrow. This board waa made by ElWednesday, March 1, is as follows: uate the memory of Dr. R. E. Offen ment among tho Toledo teachers. Thia
don Cox. It is expected to do away
3:80-3:60: Selections from the hauer with the proposal that the Lima means that in years to come the ratio
with much of the confusion which was
Defiance Finn Awarded
works of F. M. Christiansen, a Nor- school stadium bo known as Offen- of Bowling Green graduates to all
formerly experienced in distributing
Key Printing Contract;
Dedication of the new women's gym wegian-American composer.
hauer stadium.
the tickets.
others will increoso and the studentwill not take place until after April
Prior to accepting tho presidency
Work On Book Near*. End
Festival Overtureresponse from Toledo will necessarily
1. for the time limits for the contracts
here
at
Bowling
Green,
Dr.
OffenThe Shepherd Flutegrow.
for the construction of the building
hauer
was
superintendent
of
schools
PastoraleWith the printing and cover eon- Business Education Profs
have been extended to that date by
in
Lima
for
a
number
of
years
and
4-4:20: Compositions of the Alsatracts let, the key staff is rapidly Attend Cleveland Meeting the trustees of the university.
tian organist and composer, Leon was uctivo in civic affairs. It was Divorce NYA From Relief
completing the 1939 Key.
Plans for the opening of the gym
during his superintendence at Lima
Boellman.
The $1600 printing contract went
are now being worked out, but at the
that the new stadium was planned, Agencies, Collegians Urge
From
the
Suite
Gothique:to the Defiance Printing Co. of DeRepresentatives from the school of present are tentative. They will proberected and dedicated.
Choral
fiance, Ohio. Thia contract takes Business Education spent Saturday, ably include a two-day program with
Calling for a complete divorce of
Kiwanis club members are enlistMenuet
care of printing, binding, and paper. February 28, in Cleveland attending imported high school and college athing support of other civic and frater- the National Youth Administration
Priere a Notre-Dame
The contract for covers, amount- the National Association of Com- letic groups, an alumni meeting, and
from all relief and unemployment
nal groups in their proposal.
Toccata
ing to $540, was let to the Kingscraft mercial Teacher Training Institut- a general all-campus social event exagencies, the college press is camCover Co. in Kingsport, Tennessee. ions. All memberships to this associ- tending from a Friday afternoon to
paigning for greater support for this
The editor stated that nearly all ation are institutional and B. G. S. the next evening.
branch of the present administration's
the copy has been written and that U. holds membership. Miss Nellie
Folk and social dancing, recreationemergency program.
over half of the pictures were sent Ogle was the official representative, al games, demonstrations of both the
Citing the facts that N. Y. A. work
to the engraver, John A Oilier, Chi- and she waa accompanied by Dr. E. regular and the restricted students'
is done by scholastically desirable
cago. The first set of proofs were re- G. Knepper, Mrs. Marguerite B. physical education classes are expectstudents on socially desirable projects,
Carpenter, both of the college, and ed to be on the program.
turned from Chicago last week.
collegians are asking thst the N. Y.
five critic teachers from the high
With praises for his great efforts Pius at a time when his influence is A. be administered by the federal
New Buildings Ha* Two Cyau
school.
Two complete gyms with room for to bring peace to the world, all eol- greatly needed. The people of Europe Office of Education and that finances
Y.W.C.A. Imports Dancer.,
The main interest of the group was the playing of three basketball games legeland mourns the psssing of His have been guided by his counsel. They for it should not be curtailed.
To gain these ends, N. Y. A. stuin the discussion of practice teaching at one time are included within the Holiness Pope Pius XL Hailing him have long looked to him to stay the
Displays For Festival
and methods for business education new building. The larger of the two aa the "Prince of Peace", the college wrath of the totalitarian leaders. dents in many states are forming
Saturday craning, February 18, students. Dean Henry W. Holmes of gyms has two basketball courts run- press was fervent in Its eulogies Their confidence was not miaplsced, their own organisations.
tba reception hall was crowded for Harvard University presented the ning north and south, with several over the life which was "spent in for at all times Pius championed
the Y. W. C. A. International FestreaL major address of the program, his volley ball and paddle tennis courts striving to maintain world peace in Christian ideals and Christian doetrine. Pius is the shepherd of the
The booths war* decorated with dis- topic being "The Cause and the Cure also marked off on the large playing spite of overwhelming odds."
NOTICE)
With peace as their editorial key- modern world."
space.
plays from many countries, and the of Economic Illiteracy."
BKUII not tanouih had
notes,
college
newspapers
throughout
The
smaller
gym
has
one
large
Dr. Knepper attended ■ meeting of
Sidewalk Cafe featured menus writIn the middle-west, the University
sigaed for th. Be* CM News
ten in French
which suggested the advisory council of the Ohio Com- basketball court and two badminton the U. S. urged ss his successor the of Iowa "Daily Iowan" sent this mesd.lir.ry service, sack sarvie*
selection
of
a
new
crusader
"to
carry
aawcialties from foreign lands. Social mercial Teachers' Association in Col- courts.
sage to the mourning world: "The
will eot bo started at this
on
the
efforts
of
a
leader
splendidly
A
club
room,
lounge
and
kitchen
and folk dancing were enjoyed by umbus, Saturday, Feb. 18. The time
Roman Catholic church lost one of Its
tint*. If eneegh iaUrest Is
■■any. A group of Polish dancers waa spent making the final draft of and facilities for restricted activities dedicated to "peace on earth and good greatest leaders In the death of Pope
shown in it aext fall the Naws
from Toledo demonstrated one of criteria for evaluating business de- of the physical educational program will to men," as the University of Pius XI; but the loss will be felt
■say start the bam* delivery
their native dances at eight, and later partments In high schools. This work are on the main floor. A room conservice then.
fct the evening the student group from is being done for the State Depart- structed especially for three regulaput it this way: "Death has called I
(Continued on page 4, coL 6)
ment of Education.
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
Onsslin presented a program.

Dorothy Mooney
Chosen Head Of
Education Group

Reserved Seats For Play
Exchanged This Week

Friday Is Last Dav To Get Student Ducats
For "the Beggar On Horseback"

Warner, Lowrie Will
Speak On Paraguay,
Brazil In Chapel

Speech Team Leaves
For Tour Of Schools

277 B. G. Graduates
Teach In Toledo

Gym Dedication
Takes Place Apr. 1

Late Pope Pius XI Lauded
As World's 'Peace Maker9
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Pabllehed Every Wednesday of Collet* Ye»r by Ths
Student* of Bowline Green State Unlvenitjr

-

1*M

Mill

Itjf

Pssodoiad Cbleeicte FVets

Scrap Heap

STUDENT
VOICE

By

By Bee Dennia

James Plait

At Your Leisure
By Richard McCartney

POETRY
CORNER

Rath Osborn

CINE . . .
In The Winter Mountain*
A complete opera may be filmed
Do you think that a certain point (tarring Llona Massey in "CsvsllerTIS BUMORED THAT
average should be a requirement for
Oh to be a pine tree
4*o MABWON Avi.
New vo.. M. V.
Even though apring ia atill around the corner Paul entrance into sororities and frater- ia Rusticana" being tit* opera . . . In the gray of mon.
ajwaM • MM • tm aamw - t.« ra4MiM«
"Gone
With
the
Wind"
again
in
danWilhelm, noted bachelor, has parted with his "frat" nities t
Standing on a hill top
ger, director walks dot and so may
STAFF
pin . . . take heed fellowa and guard that little "femme
When she sun is bora,
Violet Brubaker, junior, Throe Vivian Lehigh ... At Cla-Zel toRobert Baron
Editor-ln-Chlef attracter". Art "Prexy" Shanly has had arranged for Kay: "Eliminating point average
Bright and gold and shining
night,
Thurs.
and
Fri.
ia
"Tailspin"
Phone 3611
him • "tip-off" danea date with THE GIRL IN THE
Through the silver sea.
qualification* would give many fresh- starring Alice Fay* and Constance
MINK COAT.
Warming oak* of russet.
men an opportunity to join sororities Bennett, Alice Faye sings one song,
Managing Editor—Anthony Franco, phone 7982. Aasist- SPEAKING OF DANCES
The purple hill and me.
and frat*. This might help them to story is of tragic nature, of women
-" ante—Richard Lilley, Norman King, Jane StarUs—Ruth Bourne
// some of the organizations on our campus don't co- make thoae adjustments to college lift
flying in air races
man, John Fitzgerald, Morton Gromman, Annetta
operate, our dream of "name bands" unit develop into which have caused them to get low
- and a conflict be
Gainer, George Beattie, Jean Dowell, Allene a night mare. It eeeme a* though the link of argument grade*."
tween two woman,
Shanaitter
it a little matter of do-re-me being placed on the front
'Shorty" Kerns, freshman: "No,
running time 83
Bporta Editor—Lyman Keown. Aaaiatanta—Bill Frutlg, line of attack.
when a student haa the privilege of
mina ... At same
Allen Sautter, John Keown, Jean Conklin, Richard
Joining a frat or sorority they are
house Sun. and Mon.
MORE SCRAP
Dunipace
given the advantage of coming into
ia "St. Loui* Blue*"
Have
you
noticed
the
poaaesaive
air
of
Dorfmeyer
Society Editor—Virginia Francea. Assistant*— Peggy
contact with many more people. After
starring Dorothy La- Dear editor:
since
he
has
put
the
little
"band
on
the
finger
of
Slade, Hilda Clover, Alice Spreng
all it isn't so much grades aa how to
mour and
Lloyd
The writer of this letter haa been
"Ruthie"? ... It »eems as though Charlea "Good Time"
get along with people that puts one up
Organisation Editor—Bernlce Dennia.
Auiatanta—
Nolan, plenty of
Arnold can't go to the Shatzcl Hall Formal, girls. Why?
out of B. G. University for six years.
on
the
ladder
of
success.
Joining
a
singing,
story
is
beLetha Wachtman, June Smith, Margaret Atkina
Having picked up a certain amount
For the simple reason that he has rented his "tux".
sorority or fraternity gives the stuhind the scenes on of book knowledge while in school for
Feature*—Richard McCartney, Carol Cheney, Eleanor
dent
a
definite
advantage
which
I
HEAP O" GOSSIP
R. McCartney
a Miaaiaaippi river which I sm duly -thankful, I am
Geauman, Boyd Muaser
Have you heard why Betty Jane Lawcry likee to dance don't think a point average require- boat dealing with injunction* and
Staff Photographer*
Leonard, Abe Hoffman
never-the-leas still unable to underwith Bob Cullcnf (Bob'e the boy who has mastered the ment should prohibit."
the law, running time 90 mina . . . stand why our school did not give us
Make-Up
Darwin Mayflcld "ch to ch" etyle of dancing.) . . . Bob Rice woe in a car
Generic ve Kellogg, sophomore. Five "Pygmalion" that wonder comedy pix at least the foundamental* in courCopy Editor*—Richard Lilley, Rose Marie Wcchtcr, for three houre the other night. He may claim that he Sister: "Yes, the maintenance of a with Leslie Howard and Wendy Miltesy, and a few suggestions a* to
Marilce Hargesheimcr
wae locked in . . . Bill Davis seems to be having quite certain point average to bo eligible ler will open in Loew's Valentine in
how to make ourselves a little more
Business Manager
Darl Gatchcll a time deciding whether he should date "l*mon-Drop"
for sorority or fraternity member- Toledo with a preview to-nite and agreeable with those with whom we
or Ais real "sophisticated bookworm."
Phone 4663
ship not only aids in keeping up the run a week starting Thursday . . . como in contact. You will be doing an
standards of the organisation but it Bcttc Davis in "Jesebel" and Spencer immense favor to those now in school,
Aaaiatant Business Manager...^
Jerry While WK HEAR THAT
The name of Monda's little "bundle from heaven" is also serves aa an incentive to work Tracy in "Boy's Town" won the if you will have a course in common
Faculty Advisor
Duncan N. Scott
Acudemy Award . . .
for better grades."
Orvil Uiurence. Ho Hum—another Orvil.
courtesy atarted in B. G. Univcraity,
THE BEE GEE NEWS FAVORS
Bob Bowers is again a roving vagabound who has
Fritz Biirnn, junior. Five Brother: MUSIC . . .
or failing in that, print a column in
Social room for men where men can smoke and talk. taken the "unleashed way."
N. Y. Philarmonic Symphony Or- your paper that will not only let the
"Going to college doag not mean thiit
Program of activities to halt the suit cone parade.
A certain flame (not candle) in Fremont haa taken one has to study and not play or vice chestra to go on a tour of the coun- offendera know whut they lack, but
Construction of a new science building.
Tuffy Henderlick in tow. How was George Washingversa. Hut you will find students who try soon for first time in ten years bring it to their attention that they
Increase school spirit behind athletic teumi nml the ton'l birthduy cake Tuffy?
enter college with the idea of playing . . . Another big time bund fer B. G. do lack ordinary courtesy in their
growing tradition* of B. G. S. U.
und not studying. These students do S. U. Commoners bringing Bert Block contacts with those around them.
WE WONDER WHY—
not receive oil that the college has to and his bell music ork for their formal Most of the offenders do not realize
The Social Committee objects to individuttl organiMarch IK, II. G. S. U. needs about five
zatimis sponsoring week-end dunces. Judging from the offer them; therefore, I firmly believe of these orks to be put on the social their faults any more than I did, and
that
a
certain
point
uveruge
should
it is only now that I have begun to
crowds at the lust few "extra" dunces, it seems quite
map . . . Next Monday on the Paraevident that the students want to get together for a bo required for entrance to sororities mount stage will be Rubinotf & his wake up, and I feel my face redden
when I look buck und remember how
good time, and they don't seem to mind the small fee. und fraternities."
r/efffl week'* question: Do you think violin with Fray & Braggiotti and careless I have been with my friends
The problem weighing most heavily on the If they don't help their "brother" organizations, they
their pianos, who will play from Bnch
congressional mind at the present time, accord- will help outside ones. So what is the objection to keep- that the election of the May Queen to Duke Ellington and RubinolTs and neighbors.
What is the cause of all this rantshould be placed in the hands of caming
these
small
returns
in
our
B.
G.
U.
Family?
ing to our newspapers, is that concerning our
own compositions ... 3 MOST POPU- ing* Well, I still live in Bowling
pus political parties!
LAR SHEET MUSIC SELLERS for
nationul defense and rearmament.
The opinions expressed above are past week were: "Umbrella Man", Green, and have s room st a house
It is the same old question which was not
by
not necessarily those of the Bee Gee "Deep in a Dream" and "I Have where aeverul students live also. Almost without exception, both boys and
BOYD
News,
settled adequately during the last period of inEyes" ... 3 MOST POPULAR NET- girls act as if they were entirely obMUSSER
ternational "crisis", namely: whether we can
WORK PLUGS for past week were: livious to the fart that others also
"Annabcllo", "Could Be" and "This live in the house. Hardly one of them
best keep out of (rouble by hanging over our When the world comes to nil end, the theory of the
Can't Be I.ove" ... 3 MOST POPU but what bangs every door in the
neighbors' back fence and shaking our fist at earth being round will be a thing of the past.
ONE AT A TIME
LAR PHONO RECORDS were: "Urn house even when they come in late
him with the idea of scaring him, or whether
By ELEANOR GEAUMAN
brella Man" played by Kay Kyser or and other* have gone to bed. Loud
wo can get along best by minding our own Jack Warwick says that "III conclusion" is the best
Guy Iximbardo, "Jeepers Creepers" talking; loud laughing; loud radios;
part of a long speech. Most of us will gladly agree on
business.
Kdilor of the Key, one of the high- played by Al Donahue and "Hold dropping shoes on a bare floor; fail"I thank you!"
est olTieinl capacities of the student Tight" played by Fats Waller . . . ure to clean up wash bowls, etc., etc.,
In every neighborhood there is usually found
Woody Herman's ork ia really Isham etc.
among the children one who is known as the University students now have the opportunity to fly. body, und president of Pi Kappa Del- Jones'
old ork, they specialize in
ta is Harlnn E. Ilighficld, outstandAfter six yeara I have learned that
Most
of
us
have
"flu".
bully. Traditionally he is supposed to carry
I
ing Commoner and frat represent- blues .. . Count Basic's sax player even more Important than the book
a chip on his shoulder, and the ability to fight
Hershel Kvuns just died ... A junior knowledge which I absorbed in school,
Charlie Horse says that there's plenty of room nt the ative on the inter-fraternity council.
(preparedness is the modern word) is the pre- top of the 'ladder Of success', but he finds the bottom Born in New Jersey. Harlan moved | college in Buffalo had Austin Wiley's is ability to get along with people,
ork
to Deluwure when eight years old,
»"<• » dinner in a hotel for $7.50 and make others like me. I am ashamrequisite for the position.
more sociable.
ed to think how muny doors I have
and came to college:* e0*pto' ''40° P,,rson8 wl'rf lhere
No matter how tough the fellow is, however,
slammed in places where I have stayin Ohio only threclRAD,° • ' ■
there is always some crazy fool who can't keep A certain German boy got u whipping from his mother
years ago. He is ma-1 ™**"l»" u "l'w d"'™ f"r '"<• ed in the past. And how careless I
liecuuse he was "nutzi"!
from taking a poke at him. And the fight is
joring in English'nom" brings in ncwa »nd cartoons have been of the feelings of others.
on!
and minoring i n; P"*»»*» on strips of paper, to sell for All becuuse no one brought it to my
The horse in the "Beggar on Horse-Back" explains
Biology, and hopes j *7f• ;a °P«»ted by radio waves sent attention.
The United States is now designing its na- why it's u mammoth play. He's a mount!
If you wish to do something for
to
graduate in Au- out by stutions with special transtional defense on a program of preparedness.
gust.
His plans then mitters . . . Many pix companies are tho student body of B. G. V.. here is
Our
good
friend
Carlyle
suya,
"If
in
doubt
whether
There is nothing wrong with being strong. A
include tying the planning to take their personalities a grand opportunity to be of service.
well-armed coast and an adequate navy patroll- to kiss u girl, give her the benefit of the doubt."
Sincerely,
knot with his "im- of the radio programs . . Fred Waring our shores are a security which no one
A. N.
ported"
Ms nan ing and ork finish this aeries on air
A Professor is a text book wired for sound.
questions.
from Delaware— this Saturday . . . Ed. Wynn stays
But why a nation which professes no imperhe's had the idea for out of the U. S. because of tax penialistic intentions wishes to carry the little chip He who has no educution must use his brains.
six years now! He alty and divorce, says he is emotionof strongly fortified Pacific islands on her
hopes to begin mar- ally upset . . . WLW loses its super
Recently some couples have been using the stadium a*
shoulder is a situation which needs explaining. a mean* of shelter. An open fire grate might help.
ried life as a speech power today but is going to appeal
Hi.hh.ld
Why a defensive program requires battleships
teacher, since both to the F. C. C. . . . Pre*. Roosevelt
capable of sailing to any country on the earth, Again the anow covers the campus. Great day when his mom and granny were teachers. to speak Sat. 12 noon to Congress on
occasion of 160th anniversary of Conshelling it, and returning home again without the blixxards cease to bliil
Harlan's speech career is highly
gress over CKLW . . . Day-time prorefueling is a question of concern to taxpayers
commendable. He debated for B. G.
grams have two and one-half time*
now.
Announcing the advent of a new
Some boxers saw so many stars last Monday night, for two years, appearing in Ohio, more sales talk on quarter hour proWhatever the reason for these ventures into that th*y thought the gym had a new improved gists Indiana, and Michigan, and last year gram than has an hour program at column edited by the Silent One, who
in Kansas, and debating against
sees all, hears sll, and tells sll. Beworld affairs, had the United States not armed roof.
nite . . .
schools from twenty states. He has
ware the very walls have ears.
the Island of Honshu, it would not at the present
ETC . . .
time fear the Pacific. What started out as A certain girl wore sun glaases to class the other day. debated and scored victories over Vieki Bkum does her writing in GLORIA ANDREWS, Peurto Rllarge schools such aa Purdue and
an economic enterprise has now become mili- Maybe the material was coming to light.
German . . . National table tennis can, prefers home boy* orer the local
Northwestern. In high school "Hal"
tary, and may pax Americana reign long over
meet in Toledo March 17 at Athletic swains. Tis a challenge, me thinks.
wss oratory representative for three
the world.
The dairy man owes all his livelihood to uddersl
Center . . . Ballet Russe de Monte A nice thought—JANIE STUMP.
years snd captured parts in dramatic
Carlo in Toledo March 8 at Peristyle For the benefit of SZUMUCZ all
productions for ten successive years.
of Art Museum . . . Book on swing is nine o'clock* will be cancelled. B.
He also had the lead in the school
Paul Miller's "A Year of Swing" . . PRANKS believes a little German
operetta in hi* senior year.
Book recommended by a prof is F. Bier would hit the spot FLASH"Kools exclusively" is his motto—
C. Howe'* "Why War", a new slant Stoogie rumors that WITTE ia conCanoeing by moonlight, his thrill—
de-pledging
6-Sisters.
on the foolish talk of the nation* of templating
Sailboating,
tennis,
swimming
his
HUNTINGTON AND GRANT seem
Having witnessed s few scenes of
the world . . .
sports—
to have found the real thing.
The Modern May Day custom Is among them are Margaret Zaugg, "Beggsrs on Horseback", it can truly
The
congenial
atmosphere
of
quite different from the ancient one sponsored by the Seven Sisters, Gratia be said that this play of the month But he'a intellectual, still.
Women'* Gym
LABEY'S Simply cannot be beaten.
A boy scout for six years, assisperpetuated from the times of the Grant running under the auspices of has all "jam sessions" and "jitterbug
Dedication April 1
Our vote for the girl of the week
Druida in England. The original Feast the Student Government League, and swings" this side of the Arkansas, tant scoutmaster for two, and at camp
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
for four summers. Harlan enjoys the
beat.
of Bel, including numerous hideous Jane Hobart posted by the Skols.
tion bowling alleys is in the base- goes to WELDON BROOKS—a swell
sacrifices, has given way to beautiful
To really say, if* tops in farce wide open spaces . . . His hobby is ment. Lack of funds, however, pre- sport. A screwball supreme is DICK
Big Ed Siminski who, with the
traveling . . . consequently he's sourceremonies conducted around a gaily help of a few erstwhile friends, prac- comedy.
vents the immediate building of the HAGEMEYER, albeit a likable chap.
ed about twenty two states ... He
be-decked May-Pole Instead of the tically tucked last year's election in
One scene that will rate as a 4 bell
alleys,
and this apace will be made A vicious circle is the romance of
gruesome altar streaming with blood his own hip-pocket has brought to is the wedding scene in which even likes to trip the light fantastic .
into shuffle board courts until money GEO. EICHENHAEUR, first B. G.
of helpless victims. The evolution from light an interesting question: If a the minister turns maestro and mar- He takes his eight«year-old pride and for the bowling alleys can be obtained. then Toledo. For an interesting conthis unpleasant picture to that of the May Queen, why not a May King as ries Gladys snd Neil plus sll the joy practically everywhere he goes
Two rooms for ping pong are in- trast see the gym classes of Tues. and
Scottish Highlanders who consider well? And indeed, why not? If the boys, to the swing version of Lohen- when at home. (It's his sister.) .
cluded, and the paddle sport will come Thurs. afternoons.
Likes truck driving—worked as a prothis their greatest and most sacred men of tho campus have an ideal grin's wedding march.
Your observer believes that the
fessional for the last five summers into its own, for there is room for
holiday, ia an Interesting history which Spring Sovereign then it follows that
■hool spirit displsyed by Bee Gee
But wait I What are these magic
seven to twelve tables.
.
.
.
"Hal"
says
he's
noticed
that
the
lack of space necessarily excludes. the women, waiting for the chance to pills that appear to transform all in
General equipment necessary for etudes beats many a larger and longThe beautiful, symbolic ceremony express themselves, must *l*o have the eyes of Neil. And who is the girl "big shots" on the campus have been the gym, aa yet, has not been order- er established institution. Keep op
more
friendly
since
he's
editor
of
the
heralding the approach of spring with their ideal.
across the hall that haunts his dream?
ed. Bats, halls, rackets, nets and the good work!
the crowning of a King and Queen
In order that those elected should I* his soul really bought by the Cadys? Key I I
backboards must be added to the
Have you tried Labey's large, deof May ia insurpaasabh in intriguing represent the campus a* a whole inAnother seen* is the prison scene
stock of the women'* department be- licious sods priced at 8 cent*?
tradition.
*tead of a few organisations who hold where artists, poets snd novelists are
fore the building can be used to it*
The trouble with writing such a
On the Be* Gee campua the various the balance of power, it la necessary but human machines; where guide*
Any organisation that weald
fullest capacity.
column Is that every one behaves so
like to arrange for musical
organisations are posting their can- for everyone to place their ballot. And lead curious visitors, who gaae at
well. Heard in the library: YARNEY
•ntertainmnnt may do ae by
didate* and launching vigorous cam- there will be no stuffing of ballot- these mechanised homo sapien* of
Seventy U. S. colleges and univer- has lost his heart to charming MART
contacting Phi Sagas* ate
paign* for the honorary post of May boxes this year, according to those in the 30th century.
sities have provided scholarships for LOU. That crest Chinese prophet
aVteagh Kay Light or Pref. R.
Queen. Speculation a* to the ultimate charge of election*.
M. TanaicUffe.
Phi Sigma
It'a s real Barnum Bailey Circus
refugee students.
CONFUSION says: Ha who talks
winner is rife and at present it Is
Let'* spare a moment before that where the Cadys come to live with the
Ma ia offering this aervice
University of Kansas has • new little and works lot worth much more
ia order to provide aamaie atuanybody'* game.
eleven o'clock on March 8 to drop McRays. Mrs. Cady with her choir
type of popularity contest Students than he who works little and talks
dnnta with opportunities to apAlready several candidates have into the Reception Hall and cast our and knitting. Mr. Cady with hi* phone
are voting to select an intelligence lot The shoe pinches so—
pear
in
pnhli*.
filed their intentions, and numbered vote.
and Homer, "poor Homer is sick."
queen.
—ADV.
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A Letter To
The Editor

UNITED STATES SHAKES
HER EIST AT THE WORLD

ON THE Q. T.

Modern May Day Differs
From Feast Of Bel

Is It Really
Like That?

BEE GEE NEWS

All Sorts From All Sports
By Bill Frutig
The All-College boxing tournament punchers, their rank* thinned by one
evening of sensational preliminaries, will begin the second night of festivities: In the gymnasium ring tonight. Following this evening's show, the an
noal college punching parade will end Monday night, March the sixth, with
an eight bout program of collegiate fighters who have been gleaned from
OH of the largest entry lists ever recorded in the boxing history of the University.
However, until press time Friday nite there waa very much doubt as to
whether or not Charles "Bud" Shirk, who went to the Olympic Finals in
Madison Square Garden, would be permitted to enter the
ring Monday, for at that time he was nursing a very bad
nose injury. In any event, "Bud" is characteristic of the
caliber of talent appearing in this year's program.

TUMBLERS UPHOLD THEIR PRESTIGE
Tktrr is no question but wkat everyone and everybody
in attendance at tke Otterbein garni Thursday lost fully
appreciated tkt tumbling program tkat Skrldon Chaney,
Elmtr Solt. "Hoc" Melntyre, and "Tougky" Henderlick mad*
poetible. Tkr beys continued to demonstrate a lot of ability
witk tkeir fine anortment of flip*, kand stands, and pyraBill Frutig
mid* by the entire company together witk tke mieckievou*
carrying* on of "Mac" Melntyre. Elmer Solt. tke boy who wo* built wktu
brick* were ckeap, made possible (Ac many assorted shapes and structure*
by tke tkillful kandling of ki* comrade*. Not to forget "Rid" Chancy and
"Tougky" Henderlick wko concluded tke act by literally etanding tke fan*
en tkeir ckairt witk wkat appeared to be a kead on collision only to go diving
by each other and tkrougk the leg* of their comrade re*ting on kit kead witk
them ipread aptirt for tkat purpose.

TRACK INAUGURATION
The Falcon trackstrrs will seek their second straight victory over the
Albion College squad this afternoon at 3:30 when they open their 1939 indoor
season here in men's gym. The public is invited, bleachers have been erected,
end there will be no admission charge to see this sophomore studded Bowling
Gpgsn trnck aggregation run. Incidentally, since the basketball season is
over the squad has been strengthened by the addition of Hagcmcyer and Mudaras to the high-jump event, Bushong to the pole vuult, and the speedyBenny Michels who will be used in some running event from the 410 up.
In this connection, ill the Cleveland relay carnival held one week ngo in
which there were six teams entered our Falcon quartet made up of sophomores Frank Higham, Bob Ilobenstien. and Dwight Toedter together with
senior Bill Frank placed fourth.

MISTER X'S IDENTITY

B. G. Meets Albion Thinclads In First Home Test
Untried Falcons Thinclad
Lads Face Stiff Contest
Coming- out of the North to do battle with Bowling Green's
thin clads are the Albion College tracksters who last year bowed
66-27 to Bee Gee and will be seeking: revenge at 3:30 today in the
university gym.
Although last year the Michigan "preachers" failed to place
consistently enough to win the meet, the local mile run record
was topped by Ferris of Albion at 6 minutes and they shoved the
Ohio boys to three other records as follows; in the 440 dash Johnson set a fast time at 67.4; Hefner grabbed the gym record by
running a 11:02 two mile and Glover*
set a new mark in the 880 dash at 2:11.
Two of these msrks, the 880 and
the 440 have since fallen, however,
it emphasizes the fart that Albion
does have enough to push the Falcons
and the I.nndismcn will be in for a
merry' afternoon.
Two stellar performers in the persons of Capt. Clyde Kinney and dash
man Robert Higham will carry n
large share of the burden in this, the
first, indoor meet at home this year,
Roth Kinney and Ilighnm team to
run the 40 yd. I..11. in an attempt to
garner 1 arid 2 slots respectively,
then again II.11. thry again take to
the speedway to carry home the Ivicon in the places where they count the
most. Witli Schulmnn getting in'1*
peak form the shot-put event should
be trail taken car* of.
tin the most part however R. G.
will present an untried group of boys,
but if fighting means anything watch
their dust.

Extensive Track
Schedule Planned
For Spring Meets

By using the "worn out" excuse of, "I have a conference" sev- The most extensive track schedule
eral faculty members have evaded the class room and their aca- ever to be attempted by a Falcon
squad and
probably the toughest
demic duties for strenuous sessions in the handball courts.
Professing to be good in their academic fields, both Prof. schedule of any Ohio Conference
Steidtman and Prof. Singer forsake their degrees in education school has Just been announced by
ami proceed to whip out a masters thesis in the art of handball, the Falcon mentor, Paul E. Landis.
and will go so far as to administer sound trouncings to unfor- Facing seven opponents in dual meets
and participating in two conference
tunates if they don't believe their verbal tokens.
Then when Professor Poling and his mere shadow of 260 lbs- meets is the task presented the fightbecomes "a hinder" to Dr. "Joe" Shafer you would think that ing Falcons.
The scheduling of topnotch track
an affiliate of the CIO. was having
beams from Michigan schools for ina bull session. Any how "Joe" gets
door meets is readily explained when
In his "nickel's worth" you can bet
the fact is presented that B. G. is one
on that and. (Editor's Note: If Dr.
of the few Ohio Conference schools
Shafer spends a nickel he ssust
having the necessary facilities to
have plenty of confidence in Ms resuccessfully conduct an indoor meet.
pabhean friends.)
However, if the District High School
Then we find Professor Swamson,
meet is retained on the university
Several Men Have Few
Dr. Hoppes snd Professor Crowley
track program, it will undoubtedly
Tests Yet To Pass
aside fra their usual "dry lectares"
bring to B. G. athletes capable of
•sally taking a healthy cut at the
Coach Inman passed the good news placing the college on favorable status
Mttle black-ball, as if in preparation
with any small school in mid west
to do a neod job oa the unlucky stu- around this week that any university
dents, who skip their classes as spring men interested In becoming members
of the Sigma Delta Psi honorary
rolls aroand.
TRACKSCHEDULE
Last bat not least. Professor Dick- athletic fraternity should acquaint
erman, one who enjoys cutting areas themselves with the requirements and
ii
just above the thoracic region anat- begin work upon them as soon as posMarch
omically speaking, really forgets those sible.
1—Albion, here
Also, if enough men show interest,
daily five minute physiology quizes,
7—At Yp.ilanti
practice
sessions
will
be
scheduled
14—Ohio Wesleyaa, here
and plays a creditable gaare of bandand tests given as soon as an event is
21
InterclasS asset
kail.
mastered.
Requirements
are
posted
OetJeor
Courts are reserved for faculty
members. If yon are interested con- on the special Sigma Delta Psi bulle- April
tin
board
for
your
convenience.
IS—Yp.ilanti, bare
tact Coach Steller for details.
22—B.ldwin-W.H.C.. bare
The following men have very few
SPORT SUPPER
26—Interclass
mart
events to complete and are as follows:
29—At Fiadlay
New members will be taken hi next Dotton—baseball throw, hand stand,
Wednesday, February 8, at the Sport high jump, swim; A. Madara*—rope May8—North Western Ohio College,
Supper. One hundred points are re- climb, swim, hand spring; C. Kinney
bare
quired to make a girl eligible to join. —football punt, swim, hand stand,
11—Capital, here
17—Intramural
meat
Watch the bulletin board so that hand spring, fence vault; Sana—100
20—Open
you may sign for the dinner. Every- yd. dash, rope climb; Powell—swim,
2S-27—Obi* Conference meet at
body who has participated in basket- high jump.
Graavule
ball is eligible to come whether or not
she has made the required number of
More than 2,000 people danced at
points to join.
the Cornell University junior prom.
BOYS!
The University of Georgia baa
Two-thirds of Vermont's village banned student hitch-hiking at night
Get year best qeality
communities are represented in the and has forbidden co-eds to hitchaad
University of Vermont student body. hike at any time.
biggest quantity for

Sigma Delta Psi
Athletic Tests May
Be Started At Once

PETTY'S
Garage and Gas St*.
Complete Battery Servieo
"We Never Close"
Opposite the Post Office

Food feed'ess right

QUICK LUNCH
25c
Came in aad try It t

Cagers Net Twin Victories In
Conference; Zechman Gains Form

Kinney, Higham To Pace Bee Gee Falcons;
Churchmen To Present Balanced Track Squad

Of purtieulur curiosity to most of u* is fAe idtntity of Mr. X whose
picture appeared on this jmgc last week. Ervin Morrison i* his nume sjaje]
he'* entered in the 165 pound middleweight class. Calls Van Wert hi* home
town, it n member of the freshman class. Coach l.a»dis remarked tkat he
ean throw a lot of leatkrr wken tke occasion demand* it.
Turning from tkat point, we regret to add tkat Capt. Pat Cordiseo, Dick
Hagemeyer, Pete Pick, Jim Zechman. and Ctoyce Hushong closed their boakct- Pole V.—Goff, Bushong. A. Madaras
ball careers for Howling Green on tke kome floor last Tkursday witk a win High J. A. Madaras, (i, Madaras.
Hagemeyer, Foster
errr Otterbirn. We take this opportunity of wishing them joy every minute
Shot—Schulmnn, G. Madaras, A. Maand luck without limit.
.
daras
THIS ACTUALLY HAPPENED
During the county basketball tourney the other night at which Archee 1-Mile—Park. Rou-llc. Kaiser, Michels"
Steele, "the Canny Scot," was selling frost bites for the Varsity Club con- 40 yd. D.—Higham, Nibeck, Frutig
cession, a certain patron approached him to make a purchase . . . said the 44 Yd. D.—Frank, Habenstein, Toedter, Shclton
customer:
2-Mile—Rosen, Felton, Doane
"Are these ice cream bars pure, son?"
880—Rozelle,
Habenstein,
Ringer,
"Just as pure as the girl of your dreams," replied Arch.
Toedter, Kaiser, Frank
"Yah," came back the fan, "then give me a Clark bar."
That. Falcons, knocks down everything that I'd set up in my little brown 40 Yd. L.H.—Kinney, Higham, Goterba
book for your attention, with the exception of the fact that the only way to
prevent people from knowing about it is not to do it ... as Confusious once Relay—To be selected according to
condition of men
said. That's all. Good luckl

We Are Good! Don't Think
So? Come Around Anytime
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25c
Mary Wilson's
820 E. Wooster St.

Falcon Aces
***'»• 1

^•1 W'wt'II '•'S
.«■
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Clyde Kinney

Frank Higham
On the shouldera of these two Ud>
will fall the greater portion of Bea
Gee's hopes as the Michigan lads invade the local gym. Wednesday at
3:30.

5 Seniors Play
Last Game For
B. G. Cage Squad

Mountain "Zock"
Scores 20 Markers
Against Lutherans

Bowling Green won their second
conference victory in three days as
they eked out a slim 39-36 win over
a supposedly weak Otterbein tram.
Thursday, Feb. 23.
Charlie Chan might have suapic
ioned that a thief was in the house
aa the scrappy Westerville cagers
continually stole Falcon passes ami
nearly the game.
Zechman continued on the comeback road as he again paced ihe Kulcon scorers with 13 tallies. KormazJs
and Madaras followed with nine and
seven points ri'spivtively.
Jergens, pint sized Otterbein guuvd,
led the visitors with 12 tallies.
Five snuurs in tin- persons of Captain Cordiaco, /,1'chman, Hftgtmayar,
Bushong and Pick played their last
home game for the Falcons.

"Parson" Weaver and the rest of
Capital's praying Lutherans found
the Bowling Green battling Falcons
a tough lot to convert as they took it
on the nose at the hands of the Brown
and Orange cagers to the tune of 6440 last Tuesday.
It was the I^tndismen's ball game
all the way as they jumped Into an
early lead and were never in danger.
They held a 25-12 rest period lead.
"Zoch" Zechman returned to early
season form as he crashed » total of
20 counters through the hoop. Madaras, Bishop. Cordiseo, and Kormazia
Sided in the scoring as well as playing fine floor games.
"Parson" Weaver and his pulpit
pal, llrlmnirh. led Capital's cause with
nine ami eight (Hunts respectively.

Heavyweights Steal P.E. Dept. Acquires
Golf Driving Net;
Boxing Show
To Install Soon
(Continued from page l. eol. -I)
was awarded the technical kayo
without hesitation by the judges.
The 1 -II» pound competition wav
ushered in when Jay Parker took tin
decision from Carl llrillhnrt after
three rounds of furious battling. A
solid right sent Urillhart to the canvas in the second for a count of nine.
Advance skill in ring nrt was demonstrated by a couple of 1B!» pounders in a bout which went to Howard
Morretta. A fistic beauty featured by
rapid flurries and exchanges, this
bout was a stand out of the evening;
even though the decision rankled some
of the spectators.
The remaining throe exhibitions
were filled with plenty of excitement.
In the 165 pound class Blninc Sterner defeated Ervin Morrison, the lad
who was termed Mr. X in last week's
Ncwa.
Vic Peterson put Cal Sccklc down
for a count of nine with one minute
gone in the second round to take tin1
first bout in the 105 pound class,
"I,uughing Boy" Harry Hicks toyed

Boxers Rip Into Semi-Finals;
Many Fighters To Show Wares
Paul Apple Defends B. G. Oval Scene Of
135-lb. Boxing Title Important Track
Featuring; six fast bouts, in a And Field Meets

pre-climax to the March 6 finals,
the Varsity Club will present another fine array of boxers in tonite's beef steak regatta in the
men's gym.

Paul Apple, 136 lb. champion, will
be placing hia title at stake, while
Boyd Husaer, the golden gloves champion, will attempt to eliminate the
220 lb giant Kinil Ihnat in the heavyweight class. In the 186 lb. division
Bob Cullen will fight the winner of
the Seckel and Peterson match of
Monday nite.
The complete card is as follows:
136 1b.
Paul Apple vs "Shorty Kerns
146 lb.
Dick Silvers va Eddie Willncr
166 lb.
Howett va Jack Wells
176 lb.
Olson vs Clingensmith
176 lb. over
Musser vs Ihnat
REVENGE?
In Bozeman, Montana spectators
who held season skating tickets were
admitted free to a Livingston-Bozeman hockey game, but Livingston's
players were soaked 16 cents a head!
In an attempt to get their money's
worth, Livingston outscored Bozemsn, 16 to 01

Many Fine Athletes
Attend These Meets
Possession of the fmest track snd
field plant in the Ohio Conference
carries much distinction and slso
much prestige as far as officials of
the State High School Track Association and the coaches of college
and universities in northwestern Ohio
are concerned. As a result of this,
it has recently been announced'that
the local campus has been awarded
the District High School Track and
Field Meet to be held May 20, plus
the Northwestern Ohio College Track

Tin- Intrst Addition to the Physical
Education department equipment is a
iri'lf driving m»t. which will bantillnd
by university K«If funs in early spring,
and by the COAChlnf Ctasaei .luring the
winter.
The IHW net will he set up in the
far north handball court. It should
prove to he a valuable addition for
those intramural golfers who wish
to take a few praetire s\vini:< hefore
challenging for the univei. ty gulf
Crown, that will he a feature of |,t*o
Gee's spring sport program.
Also
physical education major students,
will be able to supplement their theory classes with a practice of fundamentals using the net.
with Harry Keed to get the decision
in the light heuvy weight class.
Tho semi-finals will be held this
evening, beginning at 8 p. m. in the
men'H gym.
and Kield Championships, which will
be held Oil May 7.
The administration and athletic
department wns pleased bo accept
the honor of being hosts to these
Important meets. Many believe that
the high school meet will do much
toward attracting students here especially when they notice the large
and efficient physical education plant
the university possesses..
Athletes from nearly every Class
A high school in this district will perform here in the district meet. Indications arc that approximately 400
prep school boys will be entered, and
a large enough attendance to fill the
stadium is expected.
Complete plans for the Class A
high school meet will probably be
finished soon.
In addition to this, the university,
as In past years, will handle the
county Class B trsck meet.
University officiala hope to run
these big meets so efficiently that
their being awarded permanently to
B. G. will result.

ZIPPERS REPLACED
—get these at—

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP
146 W. Wooster

THE CLA-ZEL
WED..THURS.-FRI.
March 1-2-3
ALICE FAYE in

Wanted

"TAIL SPIN"
SUN.-MON.
March 5-6
Open 2:16 Sun.
DOROTHY LAMOUR in

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"

One girl from each
dormitory to deliver
orders to the dorms.

AWWWW%^ftAAAA/WVWWS^S

Make the . .

GIANT
HAMBURG
a regular stop
Delicious Hamburg.,
Barbecues, Ice Cream,
and Malted Milks

See Bud Zimmerman
at the

PARROT
RESTAURANT
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Hanselman Signed To Play
At Tip-Off Dance Friday
Dance To Be Sponsored By Five
Brothers Fraternity In Men's Gym

Bert Block Plays
At The Commoner
Formal March 18

by peggy slade
Variety review is the motto this

"Bell Music" Maestro Gets week, just hits and bits of all types.
Cue From Church Chime* WHAT DO YOU EXPECT?

New York Supreme Court Justice
C. B. McLaughlin pokes s judicial pin
into s popular thought-bubble by saying, "Neither the experience of life
nor the judgment of men in suthority
ever found that college education by
itself made a man intellectually superior or a greater leader."

Dick Hanselman has been signed to play for the annual TipOff Dance to be held this Friday, March 3, in the Men's Gym from
8:30 to 12:00. This dance is sponsored annually by the Five
Brothers Fraternity. During the course of the evening they are
planning to present this year's lettcrmen in Basketball and the
Captains for next year. Bill Cromcr, Harold Bishop, Dudley
Avcry, and Joe Chapoton compose the committee which is hard
at work to make this dance a success. It is an all-campus dance
and the only requirement for admission will be presentation of
activity books.

FROM VOGUE

I'lirutra Sorority is planning a
ruth party for Friday March H, according to Shirley

Hundred Couples Attend
Williams Hall Formal
Only memories are left of the remains of the successful "Minatonku
Prom" held Friday evening at Wil
Banna, Preoidanl linms Hull.
of tin- organlsntSome 100 couples gathered inside
ion.
the huge tepee and danceil as Chieftain Don Kayo and his Warriors of
Obarlin students ■wing paddled along, underneath n big
who took part in harvest noon, in the canoo that was
the International constructed as an orchestra pit for
V. Franc*.
Festival last Sat the gala affair.
unlay were Kin-sts of Normu Shear
Around the walls were painted,
at the Seven Sinler Sorority House topees, trees, and faces of great In<>
<>
dian Chiefs. Benches decorated with
goyly colored Indian blankets added
Oberlin StudentM Guests
to the gay decorative scheme,
Of Y At Woman'i Club
'Die refreshment tablo was u scene
Preceding the International festival
last Saturday, the officers of the YM of a mirrored lako surrounded by
('A and YW(!A entertained a group evergreen forests and tepoes, A can
of students from Ohcrlin at dinner oe sailed in the midst of tho reflected
at the Woman's Club, Present at tho waters. Above the table was painted
dinner wn» Normn .Sheer, and Rich- in silhouette a picture of an Indian
ard Mougey, presidents of the YW maiden standing, beneath a yellow
and Hie YM respectively, Miss Wrey moon, on the banks of the Minatonka.
Tho delicious refreshments of "Ice
Warner, Mrs, Walter A. /.niigg, and
Mm. W. 0. Jordan. Among the guests Bream hatchets and french pastries"
from Oberlin, wan Miss Peggy Tehu, were served to the "palefaco" maidens
and their Indian braves.
of Shanghai.
This danco was ono of tho season's
<>
<»
traditions and until next your the
Sevens Plan Progressive
"Minatonka Prom' 'will bo rememberDinner Parly For Rushers
ed an predicted a "Heap, Heap, SucTho Seven Sisters are planning a
cess."
ruiih party for Tuesday, Mnrch 7,
o
«»
which is to be in the form of a progressive dinner party. Last Wodnos- Sophomore Prom March 10
day the girls at the house wore guests Will Be Closed Dane*
Dick Hanselman and his orchestra
of Helen Miller In Lima where they
had dinner with her parents. Tonight from Toledo will play at tho sophoa few girls of the sorority ere en- more prom in the Reception Ha
tertaining a group of rushees, at an March 10. Tho Sopha are making it
a combination dance and card party
overnight party.
for the benefit of those who do not
o
o
dance.
Faculty And Student*
The pnrty will he restricted to
Entertained At Apartment
sophomores and their guests at 20
Tho girls at the Practice Apart- cents a couple.
ment entertained a small group of
George Pickey, Bill Mahoney, Marfaculty and students at a buffet sup- garet Bender, and Betty Jano tawery
per on Tuesday. Guests of the faculty aru on (he committee for arrange
were Miss Laura Heslon. Miss Holi n menta. George Dickey, who is prssl
Henderson, nnd Miss Nellie Ogle. dent of the sophomore class, is chairDorothy ('nan, Jean Lewis, Alice man of the committee.
Kupp, ami Leitha Neiswander were
«>
o
the student giicsls. The buffet table
Las Amiga* Hold Drama
was deOOrated with daisies and laSchool Party For Rushees
vendar stock, which carried out tin
Las Amigas girls entertained rushcolors of the dining room. Tho girl;
also entertained their pnreuts at ees at a "dramatic school" pnrty at
the house last night. The sorority
dinner on Sunday.
house was turned into a first class
o
o
little theatre as the girls went to work
House Party And Guests
on producing modern versions of some
Keep Delhi Frat Busy
of the well known scenes from ShnkeMany of the brothers attended the spore's Plays. Portia, Anthony, HamHouse Party at the fraternity house let, Caesar, Macbeth, and Puck-were
on Sunday night, Keb. '26. Pledging all there playing their parts. Rushees
prospects look very good for the Delhll and sorority girls aliko were rewardwith many of the pledge cards being ed for their hard labor on the set by
handed in this week.
refreshments of sandwiches, drinks,
Delhi alumni who visited the house and potato chips. Madeline Hill head
last weekend were Tom Thatcher, ed the committco in charge of onlerDalo Kuhlman, Krncst Perhamus and tainnicnt, while Virginia Frances
Jim Glover.
was chairman of tho refreshment
<>
<>
committee.
o
«»
Two Alumni Visit Five
Brothers Over Week-end
Inter-Sorority Council To
Five Brother alumni who visited Present Scholarship Cup
Dr. Florence Williamson, with her
the house over the weekend were
Dwight Spaeth, and Robert Yuung. committee for tho Esther Russell
Scholarship Cup is at work on Sor<>
«>
The West Virginia legislature is ority point averages. The results will
considering a bill which would require probably be mado known this week
all journalism teachers to havo at end. Jessie Zimmerman, President of
least five years practical experience. Inter-Sorority Council will present
the cup to the sorority with the highest point average at a special tea for
QUALITY DRY CLEANING
that purpose. The tea will be held
on the Monday following Public an— SSKI* Day Service —
Laundry Service, shirts 15c
nouncement and is open to all sorLeitman's Dry Cleaners ority girls.
«>
o
175 N. Main
Ph. 7611
Table TennU Club To
Give Nickel Dance March 4
Tho Table Tennis Club is sponsoring a nichclodeon dance from 8 to
GOTHAM
COLO STRIPE HOSIERY
IS in the Reception Hall, Saturday
evening, March t. Coco cola and ice
BON TON HAT
cream ban will be sold during the
SHOP
course of the evening.

from me to you

BERT BLOCK
Por BOfnQ time, Belt Work, mi" of
the. younger band leaden*, who will
npprur with liis orcliestni al the Cym
runner's I'mm on March 1H through
at inngemerits with the Music Cof
pomtlon of America, has been ex
peritnenting with a new type of orchestration entitled "Hell Mu ie".
From Syraeuse, Cincinnati, St. Lou in,
New York and Memphis, Block's music
was broadcast over a const to coast
network. I'enple began talking ubout
it ami today hi- new creation of
melody nun taken the country by
storm. Describing a new style of
rhythm in no cany task. So Bert
Itlock himself, is going to explain
"Bell Music".
"Wo have been trying to acquire a
new style of dance music thut is different- yet pleasing to the ear.
"Bell Music" is the result. We are
using a Kreneh celeHte and a special
set of amplified orchestra bells. These
instruments ure used to give our
music a tinkling bell-like quality. Delicnte bell passages brighten up the
ensemble work, which is mostly muted brass and clarinets. Besides being
used for bell effects, the belli and
celeste are also used as BOIO instruments."
"Bell Music" was born in Syracuse.
When Bert reached that city he wan
■till searching for a new idea. During
rehearsals, the old city church bell
would tinkle out the time every fifteen minu.es of the hour.
'I wish they would let up" complained one of the musicians. "Last
night I COU.d hardly sleep on uccount
of them. They keep ringing in my
ear." "You've got something there"
snapped Bert "If they could impress
you that much, why couldn't they impress dancers"?
Anil so the old stone church in
Syracuse, New York, is responsible
for radio's newest dance rhythm innovation.

Synopsis Of The Special
Inter-Fraternity Meeting
A special Watting of the intorfrntcrnity council wan called by
Paul Powell Friday at 4 p. nv, Fob.
24 duo to tho fait that the Five
Brother anil Delhi fraternities claim
I'd the ('nmmutirr fraternity had
broken tho pledging rules set up by
tho intor-fratornity council.
Tho council voted the meeting be
open to discussion from the floor,
but reserve*! the right that council
alone vote on all issues. The meeting
which was held in room 200A was attended by 60 frat men and three
faculty members, Dean W. C. Jordan, Prof. Willard E. Singer and
Prof. B. H Quillen.
Tho Five Brothers and Dclhis
charged the Commoners had broken
the rules in section 2 and in section
3. Section 2 reads: "Any fraternity
offering bids to eligible men shall do
so on or after Monday and before
Friday of the fourth week of a semester, and thst such bids shall be returned to their respective fraternities
on Monday of the fifth week, and no
fraternity shall demand that the1
aforesaid bids ahall be returned before the Monday of the fifth week."
Section S reads: "Any eligible man
receiving a bid or bids from a fraternity or fraternities shall hold and
consider such bid or bids during the
time alloted in Section 2, and ahall
at the end of said period sign one

Individual tricks—
—Black Metonian cream shoe polish
applied to lashes with a brush makes
them more glossy and neither tear
or salt water can remove It.
—The more dramatic hair is said to
bo short, curls on top.
—A shiny finish for lipstick can be
had by first applying vaseline then
lipstick, then vaseline again.
Spring Suits—
Skirls stay quite short and range
from plumb line straight ones, to full,
pleated or gathered ones.
—Grey is a colour that's heralded
afar for spring—and as a deviation
from unaided grey, a pink and grey
plaid jacket with a grey skirt.
—Spring's best style formula Bas
ket weave wiil dress in a single hu"
which plays into tho color range of
a I weed jacket. Have a dress for
each color.

COULD BE

"Modern youth has many good qualities that the youth of other periods
possessed and, in addition, good qualities that were not conspicuous in the
youth of the past. But it is clear to
mo that tho youth of today, both men
ami women, are not the equals of
earlier generations in elegance, in
manner, or in ease of behaviour."
Dean J. T. Madden, New York University, believes you, and you, and you
should brush up on your manners a
bit. — (ACP)

MODERN MANNERS

Audience Asked Not
To Judge Far East
War Until It Ends
Chinese, Jap Debater*
Present Issues At Forum
Members of the Wood County
Public Forum were greeted with pleas
to keep from judging the crisis in the
Fsr East until the war is over and
to stop selling war materials to Japan
as Dr. Ch no-ting Chi of Chins and
Dr. Yutska Minakuchi of Japsn spoke
st the last meeting of the Forum on
Sunday afternoon.
Speaking first in the debate. Dr.
Chi discussed the communism problem
of China, the imperialistic aims of
Japnn in the Far East and the econ
omic possibilties in developing the
resources of China.
Dr. Minakuchi denounced the antiJapanese agitation of the Chinese and
claimed that the Nipponese action
was necessary to protect its investments in China in the same manner
thnt England, France and the United
States defend their interests. That
war has basn necessary ho sincerely
regretted.
Stating that economic expansion
in China was the only life line of the
Island Empire, Dr. Minakuchi asked
the audience to postpone their judg
ment of the Far Eastern affair until
the war is over.
Tho propagandic discourse of Dr.
Chi ended in a plea which was re
ininisei nt of the speech of Coll Chou
who spoke at the university last year.
Ho said that the Chinese profess "bewilderment over tho American policy
in the For East", and that wo as
democratic country should refrain
from selling American products to
tho Japanese.
The debate was followed by a brief
question period.
Forum Reorganized
Before introducing Professor J. W.
Carmirhael who presented the speakers, Dean R. G. Harshman, president
of the Forum this year, announced
thst the directors hsd elected Mr. A.
B. Conklin, superintendent of Bowling
Green schools, ss president for 19391940. Mr. Carl Young was elected vice
president at the same time.
Dean Harshman becomes a member
of the board of directors tx offieio.

The small magazine of "Modern
Manners" gives these pointers on introductions.
Necessary Introductions:
—When a small group is assembled
informally, everyone should know everyone else.
—A guest of honor must meet everyone present, no matter how large the
gathering.
-When you are stopped in public by
If you irt iatorottod in oran acquaintance and you have an unganising a Stamp Club, ploaso
put
your namo in tho onvolopo
acquainted companion with you, make
which will bo found on tho
the introduction no matter how futile
bulletin board in tho adminisit may seem.
tration building.
Unnecessary Introductions:
Gorald Gorwio
It is not necessary to introduce a
guest who is arriving to one who is
just leaving.
Late Pope Pius Xi Lauded
-At a large party where you have As Peace Maker
not been introduced to everyone, it
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
is perfectly correct to talk with a perfor no man, perhaps, in our turbuson you havo not met.
lent era has been such a constant
force for peace. Repeatedly it has
bid—his choice— and only one, and batn the intervention of Pius XI that
return signed bid and unsigned bids, has tempered the action of the war
if there he any, to their respective lords."
initeniities."
Pius' furtherance of the cause of
The charges wore centered on the education was recognixed by the
clause . . . "and no fraternity shall Creighton university "Creightonian":
demand that tho aforesaid bids shall "A learned and brilliant student himho returned before the Monday of self, Pope Pius did much for the cause
the fifth week." Both fraternities of education. He maintained that
charged the Commoners demanded through education the youth of the
their bids bo returned before Monday world would come to know the existof the fifth week.
ing evils and how to combat them."
The general meeting was adjourned
and the council retired to vote their ASJVWVVVVVVVVVVWVVVVVVVVW
B.G.S.U. BRACELETS
courso of action in regards to the
Commoner fraternity. By a b to 4
Special $1.00
vote, the council found that the ComKLEVER'S
JEWELRY
moners hsd violated Sections 2 of the
pledging rules. Section 10, which
STORE
Roy Klever
states: "Any fraternity that shall
violate any section of this code shall
forfeit its right of pledging man or
men involved in the violation," was
BANKEY
laid on the table. The council decreed that the Commoners hsnd all
GULF SERVICE
their signed pledges to the Dean of
435 E. Wooater
Men, and allowed the Commoners until
12 o'clock midnight Mondsy to re
pledge these men.
All three fraternities admitted thst
each had signed bids in their hands
on Fridsy afternoon, Feb. 24. Thus,
each fraternity had made the same
infraction of the rules that the Commoners were being charged with.

SSrVVV^rvVv^Mr^rVVtfVVVVtAnS

BARNEY'S POOL
ROOM
BILLIARDS AND POOL
US N. Main St
VVMAAArVVVNSM^rUVSArWWVlJ

MrVVVVVVWAAAnnAASnAaiVVVW

SCHEIDHAUERS
PASTRY SHOP

Compliments of

Far Pastries, lee Croasa • ■«
Ca.oio. «4 .11 kind.
North Main at Court

The Bank of
Wood County

AtUotl* Qo.lity L.bric.nt.
Keep up-keep down

TV* F.dor«l Deposit

WHITE FLASH ST A.

In.uranco Corporation

Cor. Wash, and Main

Top Off
that afternoon snack
with a piece of
delicious
PLE

Whitehouse

Hamburger Shop
VVVrfV%r%rVVV\rVWWV-VVVVV\fVvJ

SPORT NOTES
FROM
QUEER SPOTS
Big Roberto Ortez, Cuban "Boa
Feller" currently with the Wa«hington club of the National League, has
everything but an interpreter. When
Scout Joe Cambrics led the 6'S" discovery into csmp, being a modest
man, he had little to ssy in wsy of
introduction.
"Buckey", he pronounced, "hero's
s kid who is faster than Bob Feller.
At bat he hits harder than Hank
Greenbcrg. Only I think he's cut oat
to be a pitcher."
After a demonstration manager
Harris promptly indicated that Ortii
will bo retained with the Senstors even though ho has pitched but one regulation game of baseball in his short
career.

WHAT NEXT?
Brawny beauties of henve and ho
type aro t<> he pieked a.-, more male*
get a chance to win "best phymqje""
award*. Three Ameriean beauties
(male) will he circled from city wide
bouqtM I in a contest announced for
men who thiiik they look like aonething when peeled down to panties
on a bathing beach. The affair in being conducted during the annual 1*7
weight lifting tourney sponsored b/
Y. M C. A. Strength and Health Club
of Toledo.

DOUBTFUL?
Ray Easterwood, young catcher
Durham, N. C, baseball club, has a
novel manner of keeping in condition.
"I have kept in great shape climbing fences to see all the big football
games at Texas Christian U. I just
scrambled over the fence and ran like
h - - - ! I think it's a fine way to
keep in condition."

SISSY?
Plans to use Rudy York in the outfield struck a snag when the big
backstop told General Manager Jack
Zeller of the Tigers that he considered patrol work too dangerous. York
was unimpressed when told that
catching was much more dsngenms
thsn any position on the field.
"I don't want to chsse flies," be
retorted to Zeller; "I'd get killed oat
there."
From the hills of southern Ohio
comes Dick Leathers, freshman husky.
Bom in Hiddletown, 0., 18 years ago,
Richard has grown until he measures
five feet eleven and weighs 190 pounds.
Four years in basketball and the
same number in baseball made Dick
an outstanding athlete at Middletown
High.
In the summer time Dick likes to
spend his time sleeping and skoet
shooting. He also spends many leisure hours reading. Dick is workiruj
for his major in industrial arts.
Wo pre. I US.
Formal, cloanod

40c
75c

Home Laundry and
Dependable Dry
Cleaners
166 W. Wooster

Dial 29R1
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To the . .
SORORITIES
W« give you tpocial
price, on all fancy caka*
and cookisja for your
pledge parti**

ROSS BAKERY
PHONE 7811
•■,^s•^■,^■■«r'^s»^*'^r'\A/VV\*,\*%r^r^rf'WVVV^rVV^»J

